Nand Flash Support Guide
Guidelines to check Nand flash compatibility
with Zynq
Introduction:
This document can be divided into two parts:
1. Checklist to see if the selected flash is compatible with Zynq BootROM and PS SMC or
not.
2. Guidelines for editing u-boot to support on-board programming for compatible flashes
that are not listed under (Xilinx_Answer_50991).

Checklist for checking flash compatibility:
BootROM reads the ONFI complaint parameter in 8-bit mode to determine the device width. Any
width other than 8-bit and 16-bit is not supported with BootROM.
BootROM uses the following NAND timing values in the smc.SET_CYCLES register:
• t_rr = 2, t_ar = 2, t_clr = 1, t_wp = 3, t_rea = 2, t_wc = 5, t_rc = 5
For more details, refer to “Boot Time Optimizations” under “6.3.5 NAND Boot”
Unlike QSPI, there are not many restrictions on Nand flash compatibility with BootROM. It
expects the BootROM header to be present within the first 128MB address range.
The major compatibility restrictions arises because of the SMC controller (NAND flash
controller). Please refer to the 11.1.1 Features section in (UG585) for the features of the SMC
controller.
Here is the checklist for flash compatibility with Zynq:
 The page size has to be between 512 & 2048.
 Make sure that the flash has either on-Die ECC or 1-bit ECC. Anything other than this is
not compatible with Zynq.
 The I/O width should only be 8-bits or 16-bits.
 SMC controller supports flashes with one CS bit.
 Check if the flash is ONFI specification 1.0 compatible.
 Other Hardware considerations are:
o I/O Supply Voltage & Electrical Specifications – These should be within the
operational limits of MIO pins-specified in DS187 for 7z010 &7z020 devices and
DS191 for 7z030 & 7z045 devices.
o Timing Specifications - Compare setup/hold timing requirements of Zynq
datasheets with that of the flash datasheet. You should also perform IBIS timing
simulation while designing the board.
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Guidelines for editing u-boot to support on-board programming for
compatible flashes
U-boot can access the NAND flash and perform read, erase, and write operations only if the
flash is listed in the nand.h file.

The below function nand_scan_ident, identifies the nand flash.

This function is called in the zynq_nand.c file and if the flash is not recognized, it returns an
error:

To add a new flash, all you need to do is add the flash manufacture ID under the manufacture
ID section in the nand.h file:
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NOTE: Xilinx recommends that you avoid flashes not included in the manufacture ID list in
nand.h
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Examples:
Let us consider the following flashes and see if they are compatible with Zynq or not:
Note: Conclusion was highlighted in green for compatible flashes and in red for incompatible.
1. S34ML04G2:
Checklist:
 The page size has to be between 512 & 2048 bits.
Note: The page size of this flash is either 1024 or 2048 based on I/O width (1024 bits for
x16 and 2048 bits for x8). So this criterion is met.
 Make sure that the flash has either on-Die ECC or 1-bit ECC. Anything other than this is
not compatible with Zynq.
Note: The following flash has 4-bit ECC. The SMC controller is not compatible with
flashes that have 4-bit ECC, so, this flash cannot be used with Zynq.

 The I/O width should only be 8-bits or 16-bits.
- This flash supports both x8 and x16 I/O widths.
 SMC controller supports flashes with one CS bit.
- This flash has only one-bit chip enable (CS).
 Check if the flash is ONFI specification 1.0 compatible.
- S34ML04G2 flash supports ONFI specification 1.0.
Conclusion: S34ML04G2 meets all of the points in the checklist except for the ECC
requirement. So, this flash can be termed as incompatible with Zynq.
2. S34ML08G1
Checklist:
 The page size has to be between 512 & 2048 bits.
- The page size of this flash is 2048 bits (within the range supported by BootROM).
 Make sure that the flash has either on-Die ECC or 1-bit ECC. Anything other than this is
not compatible with Zynq.
- As per the datasheet, S34ML08G1 supports 1-bit ECC.
 The I/O width should be either 8-bits or 16-bits.
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- This flash can support x8 I/O width which meets the requirement of SMC.
 SMC controller supports flashes with one CS bit.
- This flash family, has only one port for chip-select.
 Check if the flash is ONFI specification 1.0 compatible.
- S34ML08G1 is ONFI spec. 1.0 compatible.
Conclusion: S34ML08G1 is compatible with Zynq based on the checklist, and from the
datasheet of this flash, the manufacture ID is 0x01h (which is already present in the
nand.h file).
You should able to program this flash through Zynq PS and boot from it.
3. S34ML08G101TFI200
Checklist:
 The page size has to be between 512 & 2048 bits.
- The page size of this flash is 2048 bits (within the range supported by BootROM).
 Make sure that the flash has either on-Die ECC or 1-bit ECC. Anything other this is not
compatible with Zynq.
As per the datasheet, S34ML08G101TFI200 supports 1-bit ECC.
 The I/O width should be either 8-bits or 16-bits.
- This flash can support x8 I/O width which meets the requirement of SMC.
 The SMC controller supports flashes with one CS bit.
- This flash family has two-bit chip-select. As a result, this is not compatible with PS
SMC.
 Check if the flash is ONFI specification 1.0 compatible.
- S34ML08G101TFI200 is ONFI spec. 1.0 compatible.
Conclusion- SM34ML08G101TFI200 has two-bit CS. As a result, it is not compatible
with Zynq.
4. MT29F2G08AABWP
Checklist:
 The page size must be between 512 & 2048 bits.
- The page size of this flash is either 1024 or 2048 based on I/O width (1024 bits for x16
and 2048 bits for x8). So, this criterion is met.
 Make sure that the flash has either on-Die ECC or 1-bit ECC. Anything than other this is
not compatible with Zynq.
- As per the datasheet, MT29F2G08AABWP supports 1-bit ECC.
 The I/O width should be either 8-bits or 16-bits.
- This flash can support both x8 and x16 I/O widths.
 The SMC controller supports flashes with one CS bit.
- This flash family, has one-bit chip-select. As a result, this is compatible with PS SMC.
 Check if the flash is ONFI specification 1.0 compatible.
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- MT29F2G08AABWP is ONFI spec. 1.0 compatible.
Conclusion: MT29F2G08AABWP is compatible with Zynq as it meets all of the points
in the checklist.
Because Micron flash’s manufacture ID is already added to nand.h file, you do not need
to make any changes to this file.
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